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Origin Acoustics New Marquee Home Theater
Collection – A Labor of Love
ISE 2019 – Amsterdam, RAI, NL (January 29, 2019) –Origin
Acoustics, a leading manufacturer of architectural loudspeakers and
custom installed audio is proud to introduce the Marquee Collection
at CEDIA Expo 2018, Exhibit #3042, at ISE Integrated Systems
Europe, 5-8 February 2019, Stand 5-U90.
The Marquee Collection – The definition of high performance, Marquee
features several models to address various theater configurations.
The Marquee front channel LCR’s boast a driver configuration with
dual 8-inch woofers, dual 5-inch midrange drivers and a single
compression driver. The drivers are mounted in a steel baffle attached
to a sealed, extruded aluminum enclosure. The enclosure can mount in
or on the wall depending on the homeowner’s preference. Various
grille options, from slatted wood to a more conventional perforated
metal, are available. A smaller version of the LCR’s with dual 5-inch
woofers and a compression driver in a ported, extruded aluminum
enclosure serve well for smaller theaters or as side and rear surround
speakers.

Marquee Collection LCR

For Atmos® height channels and/or dedicated
surround channels, the Marquee in-ceiling
speakers blend perfectly with their front channel
counterparts. They feature a high-output, 10inch, treated paper woofer with a three-inch,
midrange and a 1-inch titanium dome tweeter.
Timbre matched to the front channels, the
Marquee in-ceiling speakers provide addition
flexibility in system design.
Marquee Surround
On-wall

A 15-inch professional woofer in a substantial
ported enclosure, the Marquee subwoofers are

M
arquee Collection HT
On-wall
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intended to be used in pairs. Each woofer is powered by the new SUBA1000 DSP amplifier with a
single channel of 1000 watts and all the digital signal processing necessary to tune each sub for
optimum performance.
“Developing Marquee has been a labor of love,” said Mike Hopkins, Origin’s Director of Product
Development. “Every one of our engineers has enjoyed the freedom of crafting the finest
loudspeakers we have ever created. Exotic drivers, unique enclosures and premium parts
throughout have resulted in a system that is incredibly impressive.”
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About Origin Acoustics – www.originacoustics.com
The Origin team has been responsible for inventions and innovations that have changed the face of the
home entertainment industry. Inventions like the first in-wall speaker and the first aimable in-ceiling speaker
are just the tip of the iceberg. Pushing the limits of technology and materials, this team has dominated the
market for three decades and supplied loudspeakers to literally millions of homes around the world.
Today they have joined forces under the Origin banner to deliver the most advanced and impressive array
of architectural loudspeakers ever available. With over 100 years of combined experience in the industry,
they are dedicated to enhancing the lives of every person who chooses to install Origin loudspeakers in
their home.
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